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DESCRIPTION

The schools for linguistic mediators arise from the transformation of the preexisting schools for interpreters and translators and are regulated by the MIUR
Decree n. 38 of 10 January 2002 reformed by the MIUR Decree n. 59 of 3 May
2018. By virtue of Law no. 697 of 11 October 1986, they issue qualifications
equivalent, in all respects, to university degrees issued at the end of the degree
courses in Linguistic Mediation (L-12 Degree Class).
The structures belonging to this category aim to provide students with a solid
cultural training, basic and linguistic, in at least two foreign languages, in addition
to the Italian one. The ultimate goal is to allow students to develop specific
linguistic-technical skills, both written and oral, appropriate to the professionalisms
operating in the field of linguistic mediation. The vocational courses of study are
structured in such a way as to allow students an easy and quick entry into the
world of work at the end of their studies.
The fields of study and career opportunities:

Trilingual Path aims to train people who have the knowledge of three
foreign languages.

Security and Social Defense-criminology allows to operate within the
circuits relating to the investigative and forensic world.

Internationalization and New Media (INM) aims to train people who have
a know-how in business management and know how to use interlingual
communication related to new media.

Cinema, Television and Comics (CTC) intends to train people who have a
solid linguistic and technical-practical preparation useful for the
understanding, translation, transposition and adaptation of the dialogues
of the cinematographic, television and audiovisual products, in general
from the original language to that of the country in which the product is
marketed and distributed, in order to make the spirit of the work
unaltered, through the use of artistic schemes and creative writing
techniques.

Tourism-Cultural Systems course presents highly professionalizing
elements for the preparation of the linguistic mediator operating in
tourism companies and institutions.

Policies and International Relations allows to acquire the useful tools to
read the contemporary socio-political dynamics, both nationally and
internationally.

Fashion and Luxury Management (FLM) allows to acquire skills relating to
the issues of management and professional activities attribuable to
managerial functions in companies of all sizes and sectors, to business
consultancy functions and to entrepreneurial functions.



Interculturality and Cultural Mediation aims to train figures capable of
facilitating relations between natives and foreign citizens, with the
purpose of promoting mutual knowledge between subjects of different
cultures.
The qualification obtained at the end of the three-year course in Sciences of
Linguistic Mediation (L-12 Degree Class) of the International Studies College allows
access to the master degree courses afferent to the LM-58 (Modern languages for
communication and international cooperation) and LM-94 (Specialized translation
and interpreting) Degree Classes.

ADDRESS AND CONTACTS

University Headquarters: Via C. Facchinetti, 3, Campobasso
Info: info@iscollege-edu.it
Telephone: +39 0874 413943
WhatsApp: +39 3883491850
Student administration office:
morning, from Monday to Friday, 09.30-13.30
afternoon, from Monday to Friday, 15.30-18.30

https://iscollege-edu.it/

WEB SITE

MORE INFORMATION

On the site it is possible to register for the entrance test in the "Enrollment"
section, in order to verify the incoming level of knowledge of the Italian and English
languages.

